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ABOUT US

INTRODUCTION

MAS Finance is a decentralized Token built on the polygon network that
offers a modularized and modern way to give benefit to all Involved
users. Its aims to bring businesses and developers together to solve real
world problems.

 
The MAS Finance team works around the clock to keep MAS Finance
functional and 100% bug free, we use blockchain technology to run all the
processing works, which Ensures 0% chances of Errors.Blockchain is said
to be known as the best ever decentralized technology.

AIM

Our main aim is to run a Decentralized Trading Protocol on the Polygon
Network that will allow users to transact their Funds easily.

It works on the simple principal of the normal trading system but in a
safe and hassle freeway.

 
We Pledge to provide prominent and the best service to the users who
put out their trust on us.

 
We aim in such a way that our Platform will be used as the symbol to
resemble safe and secure trading Experience.

 
We aim to make MAS Finance one of the easiest and most convenient
place for new comers to enjoy the taste of trading.

 



INTRODUCTION

What is MAS Finance?

By combining a robust suite of online and offline services with blockchain, MAS
Finance creates an exceptionally orderly and economical service ecosystem.

MAS Finance is yet another AMM/DeFi app that allows users to exchange
tokens, provide liquidity and earn fees, and engage in farming.

MAS Finance is built on Polygon Network

Considering its position in the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem, DIA Protocol
can be seen as the PancakeSwap of the BSC network.

What can you do on MAS Finance ?
MAS Finance can be used to trade Polygon tokens and earn cryptocurrencies
through providing liquidity.

MAS Finance has many Features, it comprises of the most prominent
features in the market.

You can do the following on MAS Finance .

1. Trade Polygon tokens.
2. Provide liquidity to the exchange and earn fees.

MAS Finance supports a variety of NFT services including [LIST TWO OR
MORE SUPPORTED SERVICES HERE] with more to come!

 

FEATURES



DAPP

As per the road map, MAS Finance Dapp
 will start its development process which will have
 features like Swapping and Staking.

What is a Dapp?

A decentralized application (Dapp) is a
computer application that runs on a distributed
computing system.

 
DApps have been popularized by distributed ledger technologies (DLT) such as the
Polygon or Ethereum Blockchain.

 
Once the Dapp is launched it will help users to stake their DIAP and Earn Passive
income. 

 

How does staking work?

Users who wish to stake their MAS tokens can stake it using the Dapp, you will earn
some % of passive income through this.

The more MAS staked, more the Passive income, MAS token is stakeable only
through the official MAS Finance Dapp.

 

MAS Finance supported wallets:

MAS Finance supports MetaMask, Trust Wallet, Safepal wallet and WalletConnect.
You need to set up MetaMask for Polygon to be able to make transactions on MAS
Finance using MetaMask.

WalletConnect allows users to connect their mobile wallets such as Trust Wallet
 



The term "blockchain technology" typically refers to the transparent, trustless, publicly
accessible ledger that allows us to securely transfer the ownership of units of value
using public key encryption and proof of work methods.

The Bitcoin Network is the first successful implementation of blockchain technology.

The technology uses decentralized consensus to maintain the network, which
means it is not centrally controlled by a bank, corporation, or government. In
fact, the larger the network grows and becomes increasingly decentralized, the
more secure it becomes.

The potential for blockchain technology is not limited to bitcoin. As such, it has gained
a lot of attention in a variety of industries including: financial services, charities and
nonprofits, the arts, and e-commerce.

INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKCHAIN

Polygon NETWORK

Polygon (MATIC) is a blockchain that runs in parallel to the Polygon boasts
smart contract functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM). The design goal here was to leave the high throughput of
Polygon intact while introducing smart contracts into its ecosystem.

Both blockchains operate side-by-side. It’s worth noting that MATIC isn’t a so-
called layer two or off-chain scalability solution. It’s an independent
blockchain that could run even if Polygon went offline. That’s because both
chains bear a strong resemblance from a design standpoint.

 

BLOCKCHAIN
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MAS Finance has its own Crypto Currency that works on the
Polygon Network, this one of the key features of our project.

What is DIA Protocol Token?

MAS is a decentralized Token built on the Polygon network
that offers a modularized and modern way to give benefit to
all involved users.

Its aim is to bring businesses and developers together to solve
real world
problems.MAS Finance Token is a Matic Token or
Cryptocurrency that

works 
on the Polygon Network.
MAS Finance is the Native token of the MAS Finance Platform.
MAS token 
will be given in many phases which include “BOUNTYS,
AIRDOPS ETC.”

 

TOKEN GOVERNANCE
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0xD57e36df3E3180ccDAbfAFAcedF3DfAA08390fE9

Tracker

SYMBOL

TOKEN
NAME

POLYGON NETWORK

100,000

Polygonscan

https://polygonscan.com/address/0xd57e36df3e3180ccdabfafacedf3dfaa08390fe9#code
https://polygonscan.com/token/0xd57e36df3e3180ccdabfafacedf3dfaa08390fe9


Tokens will be distributed on the basis of some particular events. All the events
are listed below including a graphical chart for better understanding.

Tokens will be allocated as shown in the chart above.

TOKEN ALLOCATION

Presale :

AIRDROP :

Liqudity + Staking Farming  :

MARKETING :

Buy Back & Burn :

TEAM :

0%

12%

11%

30%

13%

34%



https://t.me/MAS_GLOBAL

https://t.me/MAS_ANNOUNCEMENT

https://twitter.com/MAS__FINANCE

support@masfinance.io

https://masfinance.io/

CONTACT US

https://t.me/MAS_GLOBAL
https://t.me/MAS_ANNOUNCEMENT
https://twitter.com/MAS__FINANCE
mailto:support@masfinance.io
https://masfinance.io/

